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Orchestra Expressions(tm) provides music educators at all levels with easy-to-use, exciting tools to
meet daily classroom challenges and bring new vibrancy and depth to teaching music. The lessons
were written based on the National Standards for the Arts in Music -- not retro-fitted to the
Standards. The program is music literacy-based and satisfies reading and writing mandates in
orchestra class. The pedagogy involves a "four-fingers-down" start for every instrument and
separate but simultaneous development of both hands. Each student book features an attractive
full-color interior with easy-to-read notes and includes: -A 92-track accompaniment CD that covers
Units 1-18 (a second CD covering Units 19-33 is available separately, individually as item
00-EMCO1006CD or in a 25-pack as item 00-MCO1007CDP) -Historical notes on some of the most
notable composers of orchestral music -A thorough glossary of musical terms Future reprints may
be printed with black and white interiors. This title is available in SmartMusic.
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I have used this book successfully with several violin and viola students. It really helps students
learn to read and adds more elements of music history than the regular Essential Elements books
that I also sometimes use. One big problem is that the CD inside only includes half of the units in
the book and then I really haven't figured out how to purchase the second CD for the more
advanced units. I wish that this had been more obvious at the time of purchase.

In my studio, I was always scrambling to gather everthing for my students.Now, it is all in one
curriculum method. This book contains full color pictures and drawings. It also contains a CD that
allows the student to play along with the assgnments in the book.This is all I need to use now with
other supplementary material for my older or advanced students.

Students are intrigued by the exercises, the standard tunes and the current selections from movies
and TV. A nice addition to my collection of string curriculum books.

Great book for beginners. it is perfect for my daughter who just started playing the violin. It comes
with a cd as well which is great.

my daughters 4th grade music teacher requested this book for his class.Very good book for
begining to read and play the violin.

I went through the book and it has all the beginning applications for learning the violin in easy to
understand wording

As advertised. My daugther loves it and lot less than what the renting this for a month cost.

Exactly what my daughter serious instructor recommended. Comes with a CD and very clear.
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